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Today, regarding the rapid growth of Information and Communications Technology (ICT), e-commerce, and the subsequent
expansion of electronic banking, the banking market structure is also expected to dramatically be changed. ,is paper aims to
explore the main effect of electronic banking on the structure of the Iranian banking industry by investigating the banking market
concentration degree. To accomplish this aim, an intelligent hybrid model is developed based on multilayer perceptron neural
network and fuzzy regression of the effects of banking on the relative electronic share of banks. In the developed method, the
neural network parameters such as weights and errors have been considered as the fuzzy parameters to model it under uncertainty.
Ultimately, the descriptive statistics are utilized to evaluate how the difference in relative size of banks concerning e-banking has
changed, in addition to exploring the main effect of e-banking on the bank’s contribution described as a neural network-fuzzy
regression model. Moreover, it shows how the concentration degree in the Iranian banking sector has been reduced. ,e
implemented analysis of the reasons for this decrease reveals that the share of banks has decreased due to an increase in the share
of the small banks. Furthermore, model estimation confirms that there exists a positive relationship between banks’ share and the
use of electronic banking. Besides, the small banks have strongly been shown to utilize the e-banking so that it would lead to an
increase in their share and a decrease in the concentration degree. As such, it can be concluded that e-banking has reduced the
concentration degree in Iran. ,e descriptive statistics are employed to prove it.

1. Introduction

Both economics and industrial organization are the im-
portant trends in economics that assess the behavior in-
teraction between producers with each other, producers with
customers, and customers with each other. Studying some
features such as behavior, structure, and performance of
markets is a critical issue of industrial economics, and how
these features are related to each other, their causality, and
the factors affecting these features have been the subject of
several studies in the field of economics. In this matter, the
market share is one of the structural variables employed to
measure the intensity of competition among producers,
which may be affected by performance and behavioral
factors in industrial economics literature.

Here, the concentration degree is known as a structural
variable that is one of the critical factors affecting the market
share of industries, which may have a significant impact on
the intensity of banking market competition. In this way,
several studies have been conducted to measure the con-
centration degree of the banking industry, both in Iran and
in other countries. Khodadad Kashi and Jafari [1] evaluated
the effects of structure of Iranian banking industry. ,eir
results revealed that, during 2000–2010, structural indexes of
the Iranian banking industry, including concentration and
barriers to entry, have been varied to increase the
competitiveness.

Kato and Honjo [2] examined the impact of the con-
centration degree on the market share instability in 109
Japanese manufacturing industries during 1995–2001. ,e
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obtained results confirmed that there is a positive and
significant relationship between market concentration de-
gree and market share instability [3].

Both e-commerce and e-banking are rapidly expanding
and promoting as the novel technology, especially in the
information and communication technology around the
world. e-banking is one of the main factors that can affect the
number, distribution, and market power of both sellers and
buyers, or the concentration degree of the banking market.
Nevertheless, unfortunately, the impact of this factor on the
concentration degree as well as on the intensity of com-
petition (from complete monopoly to complete competi-
tion) in the banking market has been paid less attention.

In today’s world, employing the quantitative methods to
improve financial markets, improving decision making, and
investing has become an indispensable necessity. In this
regard, the time series prediction is one of the most im-
portant predictive areas, in which the past observations of a
variable are gathered and then analyzed to understand the
fundamental relationships between observations and the
determination of a descriptive model. Afterwards, the ob-
tained model is then applied to extrapolate future time
series. ,is modeling approach is very useful and practical
especially when there is little available knowledge about the
underlying data generation process, or no satisfactory ex-
planatory model that relates the dependent variable to other
explanatory variables [4].

Here, the artificial neural network (ANN) is one of the
most important nonlinear methods of predicting the series
that will provide some suitable results under the proper
conditions. ,e main advantage of this method is the ability
of flexible nonlinear modeling. In such networks, there is no
need to distinguish the specific shape of the model, and the
model is formed based on the information contained in the
data. ,is data-based approach is very useful for many
empirical datasets, especially when no theoretical infor-
mation is available to propose an appropriate data gener-
ation process. Despite all the advantages of ANN, these
networks contain some disadvantages, based on which the
need for large amounts of data to obtain accurate results is
one of them.

Although some defined rules for data required for the
network have not been regarded, the amount of data re-
quired for the network depends on some aspects such as the
network structure, the learning algorithm, the complexity of
the problem, and the interference in the data. By exploring
the impact of different sizes of network data requirements, it
can be found that increasing the number of data can op-
timize the performance of ANN in the prediction problems.
It should be noted that as these neural networks can model
many complex structures using enough data, they would be
more useful than other statistical models for large samples. It
should be noted that, however, the ANNs do not require
more data to achieve an optimal performance than the linear
models. ,e conducted studies have shown that ANNs
contain good predictions with data less than 50, whereas
Box-Jenkins models require at least 50 data for successful
predictions [5]. Although the fuzzy prediction methods such
as fuzzy regression require less data than other prediction

models due to the use of fuzzy numbers instead of deter-
ministic ones, the performance of such methods is not very
satisfactory. To avoid the modeling error, fuzzy regression
has been proposed that is essentially a spatial prediction
model [6, 7]; but it also contains some disadvantages, in
which the excessive range of interval predictions is the most
important of them due to existence of some outliers’ values.
In this matter, the fuzzy time series are modeled by utilizing
both the fuzzy equations and approximate logic [8]. In
addition, a time series method is also proposed based on
time series and Sang concepts [9]. Utilizing the hybrid
models or combining different models is a common ap-
proach to improve the accuracy of the predictions. ,e
literature on combinatorial models is very extensive, in
which many studies have been carried out since the first
research in this field [10–12]. ,e basic idea of combining
multiple models into predictions is to utilize every single
model to different patterns in the data.,e experimental and
theoretical findings indicate that combining different models
is an effective and efficient approach to enhance the accuracy
of the predictions [13]. ,e predictive studies have provided
several hybrid models using ANN [14].

In this paper, the concentration degree of the Iranian
banking industry is investigated using ANN, fuzzy regres-
sion, the empirical studies, and the impact of e-banking. ,e
basic concepts of fuzzy logic are utilized to develop a hybrid
approach in order to generate better predictions as well as to
receive more accurate results, also requiring less data in
ANN. In the proposed method, the neural network pa-
rameters are considered as the fuzzy numbers instead of
deterministic ones. By applying uncertainty environment to
the neural networks structure in the form of fuzzy numbers,
and taking the advantage of the unique benefits of fuzzy set
soft computing, the number of data needed to train and
search for possible spaces for optimal parameter values is
reduced. ,us, the neural network adjusts its parameters
more efficiently when the data available to the network is less
than its usual value.

,e second section presents the theoretical foundations
of the methodology. Section 3 describes the hybrid model
based on ANN and fuzzy regression. Section 4 states the use
of the hybrid model to investigate how e-banking affects the
concentration degree of the Iranian banking industry. At the
end, the results are analyzed and conclusions are presented.

2. Theoretical Principles of Methodology

,is section provides the necessary concepts and
backgrounds.

2.1. e-Banking and Services. ,e transformation of tradi-
tional ways of trading and replacing them with e-commerce
are of the most important phenomena of the information
revolution. Hence, e-banking is the main infrastructure of
e-commerce due to the role of money and banking in
commerce. Naturally, the role of banks and economic in-
stitutions in the transfer of money is crucial. When the
Internet showed its business potential along with its
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scientific and research aspects, some business institutions
and banks were the first institutions that tried their efforts to
utilize this trend in developed countries.

,eir efforts are the same as today’s e-banking. ,en, it
quickly clarified that the Internet was a proper tool for a
variety of banking and economic activities. Electronic
banking has now become a highly specialized, yet highly
complex, debate in the world, and its adaptation to com-
mercial and economic policies in different countries requires
careful research and planning.

2.2. e-Banking Definitions and Concepts. In the viewpoint of
banking system experts, the definition of e-banking is as
follows:

(1) Electronic banking can be defined to provide facil-
ities for employees to increase their speed and effi-
ciency in providing on-premises banking services, as
well as interbranch and interbank processes around
the world, and to provide facilities for customers
with hardware and software capabilities that they can
perform their desired banking operations securely
and with confidence without the need for a physical
presence in the bank, through the communication
channels every hour of the day.

(2) e-banking is the use of advanced network and
telecommunication based software and hardware
technologies to exchange resources and financial
information electronically, which requires no
physical presence at the branch.

(3) Applying information technology and communica-
tion platforms (telecommunications) to provide
banking services and products to customers as 24/7
services, so that the customer does not need to be
present at the branch.

(4) Employing the centralized banking systems, and
software and hardware systems to provide banking
services to the customer at any time and place.

2.3. Electronic Banking Products, Services, and Gateways.
In the e-banking discussion, there are three categories as
follows: (1) e-banking services, (2) e-banking gateways, and
(3) e-banking products, which are closely related to each
other. ,e e-banking gateways are ones that provide
e-banking services. Here, two kinds of them are mentioned
as follows:

(1) Single-task gateway: it is defined exclusively for
e-banking and other undefined services such as
automated teller machine (ATM), point of sell
(POS), and banking kiosks

(2) Multitask gateway: it is the unlimited banking ser-
vices such as Internet banking, mobile banking, and
telephone banking

Either device or services provided to customers to utilize
in e-banking gateways are also called electronic banking
products, which can be referred to as bankcard types. At the

ends, all banking operations performed by one of the
electronic banking gateways or products are called
e-banking services.

,ese mentioned services are generally classified as
follows:

(1) Electronic banking terminals and equipment that
include the following:

(i) ATM
(ii) Bank kiosk
(iii) Bank card printer
(iv) Branch card reader
(v) POS

(2) Bank cards which include the following:

(i) Debit card
(ii) Gift card
(iii) Credit card
(iv) Debit/credit card
(v) Shopping card
(vi) Prepaid card

(3) Virtual banking systems that include the following:

(i) Mobile banking system
(ii) Telephone banking system
(iii) Internet banking system
(iv) SMS gateway
(v) Electronic payment gateway

(4) Interbank e-banking systems that include the
following:

(i) International Bank Account Number (IBAN),
which is well known as SHEBA in Iran

(ii) Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS), which is
well known as SATNA in Iran

(iii) Automated Clearing House (ACH), which is
well known as PAYA in Iran

(iv) Script-less Securities Settlement System (SSSS),
which is known TABA in Iran

(v) Card-based Electronic Fund Transfer System
(CEFTS), which is well known as SAHAB in
Iran

2.4. Limer Test and Hausman Test. Occasionally, the col-
lected data we have encountered may be known as both time
series and deterministic data. Such a set of data is generally
known as a panel data.We have two general cases to estimate
the panel data model. ,e first case is that the y-intercept is
the same for all the sections, in which we face the pool data
model. ,e second case is the y-intercept for all the different
sections, which is called panel data model. To identify the
above two cases, a test so-called F-Limer is carried out.

,erefore, the F-Limer test is utilized to choose between
data pool and data panel of regression methods. ,e statistic
of this test is as follows: if the calculated values F are less than
the table value, the H0 is accepted and only one y-intercept
should be used. Otherwise, if the calculated F is greater than
the F-table, theH0 is rejected and the effects of the group are
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accepted, and the different y-intercept should be taken into
account.

F �
R
2
fe − R

2
pool /(n − 1)

1 − R
2
fe /(nt − n − k)

, (1)

where R2
pool is the restricted coefficient of determination of

regression (the share y-intercept), R2
fe is the unrestricted

coefficient of determination of regression, n is the number of
logical observations, and k is the number of time periods.

Limer (Chao) test: the Limer test is used to choose
between a mixed model or a panel model. If the H0 is
rejected, the mixed model is used and otherwise, it is
determined that panel data should be used for mod-
eling. Using the Hausman test, we determine whether
to use fixed effects or random effects models. If theH0 is
rejected, we use the fixed effects model; otherwise, we
use the random effects model [3].
Hausman test: the Hausman method is utilized to
clarify the effect of a fixed or random model. ,e fixed
effects mean we have the unit y-intercept, and in
contrast, the random effects will have different values of
the y-intercept.
F-Limer method: to assess whether variables were used
in combination with the F-Limer test. Panel data are
analyzed using the F-Limer test against the combined
data method.

2.5. Herfindahl–Hirschman Competition Index. Several in-
dexes can be employed to estimate the concentration and
market share of different firms, such as the inverse of the
number of industry firms, the concentration ratio of k firm,
the Hannah–Kay index (HKI), the entropy index, Herfin-
dahl–Hirschman index (HHI), the Gini Coefficient, etc. [4].
In terms of theoretical foundations, the Herfin-
dahl–Hirschman index is more robust and reasonable than
other indexes. ,is index utilizes all information from all
industry firms. To obtain this index, the sum of squares, the
share of production, sales, assets, labor force, and all firms in
industry or market are utilized. Indeed, this index weighs
each firm as much as its market share and is written as
equation (2) (see [15]).

HHI � 
N

I�1

Xi


n
i�1 Xi

 

2

. (2)

2.6. 5e Durbin–Watson Test. In regression analysis, espe-
cially when variables are evaluated over a time interval, the
change data over time may follow a particular pattern. Here,
the Durbin–Watson test is performed to detect this pattern.
,e concept of being independent means that the result of
one observation does not affect the result of the other ob-
servations. In regression, we often encounter the problem of
nonindependent errors when the dependent variable be-
havior is investigated over a period. Such a relationship in
the data is so-called autocorrelation. It should be noted that

the linear regression could not be used if the autocorrelation
may exist in errors. To test this hypothesis intuitively,
graphing the studentized variable sequence in SPSS can be
used. Nonetheless, the safer way is to utilize the Dur-
bin–Watson test. Its statistic is between 0 and 4. If there is no
consecutive correlation between the residuals, the value of
this statistic should be close to 2, based on which if it is close
to zero, it indicates a positive correlation, and if it is close to
4, it indicates a negative correlation. Overall, if this statistic is
between 1.5 and 2.5, there is no worry.

,e calculation formula is as follows, in which the first
order delay is used:

d �


T
t�2 et − et− 1( 

2


T
t�1 e

2
t

, (3)

where et is the remainder of t in the regression equation and
T is the total number of observations.

2.7. 5e Concentration Indexes. ,ere are various ways to
assess the competitive condition and market structure. ,ese
methods are divided into structural and nonstructural
methods. ,e structural methods include the structure-be-
havior-performance paradigm and the performance struc-
ture. ,e first type considers a strong concentration on the
market as a factor in the collusion behavior and performance
of the firm. On the other hand, the second type implies the
effect of better performance and efficiency on the monopo-
listic behaviors and consequently the monopoly structure.
Investigating a structure based on concentration ratios is a key
feature of structural methods. According to some researchers,
the size of the market concentration can be estimated using
various indexes such as firm concentration ratio, Herfindahl
index, reverse number of industry firms, Hannah–Kay index,
entropy index, and logarithmic variance and firm size.
Among these indices, the Herfindahl–Hirschman index is
theoretically more robust and reasonable than other indexes,
which is more commonly used to measure the concentration
than other indexes. ,erefore, Herfindahl–Hirschman con-
centration index was used.

It is worthwhile tomention that the structuralmethods also
have their categories, in which they are divided into two
categories of relative and absolute. ,e major difference be-
tween them is that, in the relative indices, the effect of the
number of firms is not taken into account. However, the
relative indices can be employed as the appropriate indexes for
concentration assessment.,emost important relative indexes
include Gini coefficient, Linda index, adjusted concentration
ratio, and dispersion criterion. In the following, each of these
indexes will be introduced in detail. To better understand this
concept, consider a concentration curve illustrated in Figure 1.

,e concentration curve from the coordinate system is
illustrated, where on its horizontal axis is the number of
aggregate firms in the market, and on its vertical axis is the
aggregate percentage of a particular index of existing firms
relative to the aggregate index (e.g., the percentage of ag-
gregate production of those firms relative to total output).
On the horizontal axis, firms are classified within the range
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of small to large. For this reason, the convexity of the curve is
downward, and if all firms are equal in terms of the size, the
curve is a straight line. In other words, the convexity of the
curve is due to the difference in the size of firms, and the
intersection of the concentration curve with the surface
represents 100% of the number of firms in the industry.
Hence, it can be said that when the concentration curve of
one industry is above and to the left of the concentration of
another industry (A), the curve will have a higher con-
centration degree. However, it is not possible to clearly
discuss the intersection of the two concentration curves (B,
C), which is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.8. Artificial Neural Networks. ANN is one of the capable
and useful methods to estimate multiple nonlinearities in the
data and is a flexible computational framework for a wide
range of nonlinear problems. Compared to other nonlinear
models, one of the clear benefits of such models is that the
ANN is a general approximation method and can approxi-
mate any function accurately [16]. ,e strength of neural
networks is the parallel processing of data information. It is
worthwhile to mention that such networks do not require any
assumptions about the shape of the model in the modeling
process and are generally a data-based model. Feed forward
neural networks with a hidden layer are the most commonly
used neural network models to predict time series [7]. Such
models include three simple layers of interconnected infor-
mation processing. ,e relationship between outputs (yt)

and inputs (yt−1, . . . , yt−p) is as follows:

yt � f b0 + 

q

j�1
ωj · 

p

j�1
ωi,j.yt−i

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + εt, (4)

where ωj and ωi,j are model parameters, often called con-
necting weights; p is the number of input nodes; and q is the
number of hidden nodes. q and f are also the activation
functions of the middle layer and the output layer, re-
spectively. Sigmoid (relation (4)) and linear functions are
some of the functions that are often used as activation
functions for hidden and output layers.

Sig(x) �
1

1 + exp(−x)
. (5)

,e two models of artificial neural networks (equation
(4)) will in fact be a nonlinear mapping of past observations
to the future value.

yt � f yt−1, . . . , yt−p,ω  + εt, (6)

where ω is the vector of all the parameters and f is the
function determined by the neural network structure and the
connecting weights. ,erefore, the neural network is equiv-
alent to a nonlinear autoregressive model. Equation (6) also
states that a neuron in the output layer is utilized for one-step
prediction. ,e simplistic model stated in (6) has a very high
approximation power, because if the number of hidden nodes
(q) of the bot construction is large enough, it can approximate
any arbitrary function. ,e simple neural-like structure,
which has fewer neurons in the hidden layer, often performs
better in out-of-sample predictions because of the avoidance
of the overfitting problem, mainly in the neural network
modeling process. An overfitted model fits well with the data
used to construct the model (train dataset), but its devel-
opment is very poor for out-of-sample data [17]. ,e number
of hidden layer neurons depends on the data, and there are no
systematic rules for determining this parameter in the design
of neural networks. In addition, another important step in
neural network modeling is the selection of the number of
interruptions in observations as input network portal, which
may be the most important parameter in the design of ANN
models, as this parameter plays a crucial role to determine the
structure of nonlinear correlations of time series.

,ere are no specific theories to choose p. ,erefore,
experiences will determine the appropriate value of p and q.
When the network structure of p and q is specified, the
network is ready to train and estimate the parameters.
Similar to the modeling autoregressive integrated moving
average, the parameters are estimated to minimize the ac-
curacy criterion such as the mean of the squares of errors.
,e learning process is performed by nonlinear optimization
algorithms such as error propagation. ,e estimated model
is usually evaluated by a separate sample that is not used in
the learning process (test dataset) and this is different from
modeling process of integrated autoregressive moving av-
erage models that use a sample to identify, estimate, and
evaluate the model. ,e reason for this is that the general
(linear) model is predetermined to model autoregressive
integrated moving average [18]. If this is not the case in
neural network modeling, and in the ANN modeling, the
nonlinear model must be estimated as the model order and
the network may be overfitted.

2.9. Fuzzy Regression. ,e classical regression contains
strong implications for the statistical properties of regression
models. For instance, the normality or absence of auto-
correlation and constant variance are part of the error in the
assumption that the violation of any of these assumptions
invalidates the results of classical regression analysis. In most
cases, it is difficult to justify these assumptions or in some
cases, they cannot be used properly. For example, either
observations or definitions of a system may affect human or
inaccurate estimates and judgments, and inadequate in-
formation in the use of variables. In general, although
classical regression has many uses, it will be misleading in
the following situations:

A B C100%

0 n
Aggregate number of firms

Percentage contribution
to percent

Figure 1: ,e concentration curve.
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(1) ,ere are insufficient observational data
(2) Errors do not follow the normal distribution
(3) ,e relationship between independent and depen-

dent variables is ambiguous
(4) ,ere is ambiguity about an event
(5) ,ere are incorrect linearization assumptions

In such cases where the classical regression methodology
and its hypotheses are difficult to justify, the use of fuzzy
regression with membership probability distribution for
inaccuracy or ambiguity may increase our understanding of
the system and the results [19]. Here, there are several
models of fuzzy regression. In this paper, fuzzy regression
model was developed, which achieves the best regression
equation byminimizing fuzziness. In order to achieve a good
fit, an optimization model must be developed. Regarding the
fact that the membership functions used to represent fuzzy
numbers are triangular, fuzzy regression can be formulated
as a linear programming problem. ,e fuzzy likelihood
regression model used in this study is a model where the
input and output are nonfuzzy numbers, but the compu-
tational parameters are fuzzy numbers.

,e membership function of the coefficients of the re-
gression model is in the form of symmetric triangular fuzzy
numbers, which is defined as follows:

μβi

βi(  �

1 −
αi − βi




ci

, αi − ci ≤ βi ≤ αi + ci,

0, otherwise,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where μβi

(βi) is a membership function of the fuzzy set and
denotes the regression coefficients. In the above relation, αi

and ci, respectively, are the center and width of the mem-
bership function, so Ai � (αi, ci) [20]. ,erefore, the re-
gression equation can be written as follows:

Y � β0 + β1X1 + · · · + βnXn + ε. (8)

2.10. Formulating a Hybrid Model. As mentioned before,
although ANNs are accurate prediction models for a wide
range of problems, they contain some restrictions for a large
amount of past data to obtain accurate results, whereas today
it is often necessary to predict future situations using low
data in short-run times due to the uncertainty of the en-
vironment and the rapid development of new technologies.
,erefore, in today’s world, predictive methods are required
that need fewer data and are efficient in such situations. ,e
fuzzy regression model is a good base prediction model
under low data conditions, but does not always performwell.
,e aim of this paper is to demonstrate the advantages of
fuzzy regression to predict time series and to overcome the
limitations of the need for large data in ANN method for
prediction.

,e neural network parameters (weights and bias) are
deterministic values b0, b0,j, ωj, and ωi,j whereas in the
proposedmethod, instead of applying these definitive values,
the factors are considered as triangular fuzzy numbers
(ωj,

b0).

yt � b0 + 

q

j�1
ωj.g b0,j + 

p

j�1
ωi,j.yt−i

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (9)

where yt are the observations and b0, ωj are fuzzy numbers.
Now equation (9) by converting ut,j � (b0,j+ 

p
j�1 ωi,j.yt−i)

is transformed as follows:

yt � b0 + 
q
j�1ωj.ut,j. (10)

,e fuzzy parameter in this equation is given as trian-
gular fuzzy numbers in accordance with (4). Assume
yt � (yαt, yct), so that yαt, yct are defined as follows:

yαt � b0αut,0 + ω1αut,1 + · · · + ωqαut,q + ε1,

yct � b0cut,0 + ω1c ut,1


 + · · · + ωqc ut,q



 + ε2,

for j � 0, 1, . . . , q, t � 1, 2, . . . , k.

(11)

If ωj,α and ωj,s are the weights of the relation between the
output neuron and the jth layer neuron of the middle layer,

E(p) � Min b0αut,0 + ω1αut,1 + · · · + ωqαut,q − yαt 
2

+
1
6

b0cut,0 + ω1c ut,1


 + · · · + ωqc ut,q



 − yct 
2
. (12)

,e steps of the hybrid method are as follows:

(i) First step: train a neural network model using the
information contained in the observations (which
are nonphase). ,e result of the first step is the
optimal solution of the parameter
ω∗ � (ω∗0 , ω∗1 , . . . ,ω∗q ) which is used as one of the
input datasets in the second step.

(ii) Second step: determine the minimum ambiguity
using equation (10) and the weights obtained from
the first step are ω∗ � (ω∗0 , ω∗1 , . . . ,ω∗q ). ,e num-
ber of constraints is equal to the number of

observations, based on which the hybrid model
would be

yt � α0, c0( ut,0 + α1, c1( ut,1 + · · · + αq, cq ut,q, (13)

where αj, cj are fuzzy number centers and expan-
sions, respectively.

(iii) ,ird step: based on Ishibuchi’s views, the upper
and lower bound data of the model will be elimi-
nated when the range of the hybrid model is ex-
panded. To generate a model that encompasses all
possible conditions, the data will be vast if the
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dataset contains distinct differences or out-of-
bounds.

2.11. Methodology. ,e current research is an application
paper and quantitative in terms of the applied method. ,e
method used in this study is to calculate concentration and
econometric indexes. ,e concentration degree will be
measured using the Herfindahl–Hirschman index and the
hybrid fuzzy regression neural network method is used to
investigate the effect of e-banking on the concentration
degree. ,e variables studied in the paper are as follows:

(i) Banks’ share of bank deposit
(ii) Number of ATMs separated by a bank
(iii) Number of POSs separated by a bank
(iv) Number of PINPADs separated by a bank

,e data used in the study are data and are a chart of the
period 2010–2018 of the data used in the study.,e statistical
population of the study includes 13 Iranian banks. ,e
method of data gathering is libraries (databases) spatial
research area, Iranian banking, and research area of Iranian
banks. Since the main purpose of the present study is to
examine the structure of the Iranian banking industry and
determine the severity of the impact of e-banking on the
concentration degree of this industry.

It is necessary to study in two parts:

(1) In the first part, different types of market structure
measurement indexes are evaluated and the most
appropriate one is related to the Iranian banking
industry. ,en, the effect of e-banking on the con-
centration degree of each existing bank in this

industry is analyzed and a mathematical model is
developed from the results.

(2) In the second part, we also estimate the effect
empirically.

3. Introduction of Fuzzy Regression Model

,e initial fuzzy regression equation will be as follows:

D
i
t � β0 + β1IT

i
t + εi

t. (14)

In other words, if the β1 center is a positive and sig-
nificant number, it means that e-banking has attracted more
deposits for each bank and increased the bank’s share.
Nevertheless, if the β1 center is negative and significant, it
denotes that e-banking has eliminated more deposits and
reduced its share of the bank, based on which there may be a
dual effect of supply and demand on network effects. ,is
has a negative impact on the bank’s share, which may reduce
the consumer impact through adverse consumer informa-
tion.,erefore, if the relationship between market share and
e-banking is positive, it indicates a network effect; but if this
relationship is negative, no definitive conclusion can be
stated about its cause.

Here, we consider the three input channels to examine
the effect of e-banking on market concentration on deposits
viewpoint:

(i) ATM
(ii) PINPAD
(iii) POS
(iv) Moreover, NB and RI represent the number of

branches and the rate of interest, respectively. ,ey
are also the controlling variable.

D
i
t � α0 + α1ATM

i
t + α2PINPAD

i
t + α3POS

i
t + α4NB

i
t + α5RI

i
t + εi

t. (15)

As the Herfindahl and Hirschman index discusses the
concentration degree on the relative size of banks, it is
necessary to compute and enter variables as a ratio:

d
i
t

D
T
t

� α0 + α1
ATMi

t

ATMT
t

+ α2
PINPADi

t

PINPADT
t

+ α3
POSi

t

POST
t

+ α4
NBi

t

NBT
t

+ α5RI
i
t + εi

t, (16)

where di
t/D

T
t is the ratio of each bank’s deposit to the total

bank deposit in year t (which is fuzzy valuation),
ATMi

t/ATM
T
t is the ratio of the number of ATMs in each

bank to the total number of ATMs in year t,
PINPADi

t/PINPAD
T
t is the ratio of the number of PINPADs

in each bank to the total number of PINPADs in year t,
POSi

t/POS
T
t is the ratio of the number of POSs of each bank

to the total number of banks’ POSs in year t, NBi
t/NB

T
t is the

ratio of the number of branches of each bank to the total
branches of banks in year t, and RIit is the specified interest
rate (separately for government and private banks) for each
bank in year t.

,erefore, the regression equation of relation (16) can be
rewritten as follows and relation (11) as follows:
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d
i
t

D
T
t

� α0, s0(  + α1, s1( 
ATMi

t

ATMT
t

+ α2, s2( 
PINPADi

t

PINPADT
t

+ α3, s3( 
POSi

t

POST
t

+ α4, s4( 
NBi

t

NBT
t

+ α5, s5( RIit + εi
t, (17)

so that α and s are the vectors of the values of the factors and
their widths around the center, respectively. We write for
ease of work


Y

t
i � α0, s0(  + α1, s1( A

i
t + α2, s2( PIit + α3, s3( POi

t + α4, s4( N
i
t + α5, s5( R

i
t + εi

t, (18)

where

Y
t

i �
d

i
t

D
T
t

,

A
i
t �

ATMi
t

ATMT
t

,

PIit �
PINPADi

t

PINPADT
t

,

POi
t �

POSi
t

POST
t

,

N
i
t �

NBi
t

NBT
t

,

R
i
t � RIit.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(19)

It should be noted that these mentioned variables are
applied without referring to their ratio to facilitate for calling
the name of variables.

3.1. 5e Predictive Evaluation Indexes. In this paper, an
optimization technique is utilized to minimize the neural
network objective function. ,us, we use equation (10) to
measure the prediction accuracy of the neural network
objective function represented by the symbol E(p). ,e
closer the value of E(p) to zero, the greater the prediction
accuracy. On the other hand, by choosing the objective
function introduced in equation (10) and training the neural
network, the neural network weights are obtained that can
be considered as the regression coefficients.

3.2. Decision-Making. As the regression coefficients of the
model are fuzzy numbers, the output variable is fuzzy.
,erefore, in order to be used in decision-making and
comparison, it must be converted to a nonfuzzy number.,e
process by which each fuzzy set is assigned a number is called
“defuzzification,” where there exist several ways to apply it.

In this paper, the center of gravity method is used, which is
defined in the following equation:

A �
 μ(x)xdx 

 μ(x)dx 
. (20)

3.3. 5e Estimation Model. ,e model is considered in the
period 2010–2018. We first estimate the regression model
using Eviews software. ,e first principle in estimating the
regression model is to study the stationability of the vari-
ables. Regarding the fact that most macroeconomic time
series variables are nonstationary, if the longtime relation-
ship between the model variables is not investigated, an
estimated regression may be false, and therefore, it is nec-
essary to investigate the longtime relationship between the
model variables. For this purpose, we use unit root test and
summary pattern.

In this study, the summary model is employed because it
is general and includes other types of stationability tests.
Particular attention is paid to Levin, Lin, and Chut method
for the analysis of studying the stationability of the variables
in summary pattern. Table 1 reports the unit root test on the
variables of ATM, PINPAD, f POS, NB, and RI. For all these
variables, a test was performed. For all variables, based on
the H0 and the probability obtained, the existence of a unit
root is rejected and the unit root variable does not exist,
which means that all variables are stationary. ,e infor-
mation from this test is listed in Table 1.

Now, regarding the stationability of all the variables, we
can estimate in the panel environment. Of course, it is
necessary to check whether the model is pool or panel, and
whether the effects are fixed or random. ,us, first, by using
the F-Limer test, we examine the panel model or pool data,
and then by using the Hausman test, we evaluate the model’s
fixed or random effects. ,e F-Lemer and Hausman test was
performed on a model consisting of variables of ATM
PINPAD, POS, NB, and RI. ,e experimental results are
provided in Table 2. Considering the probability value of the
F-Limer test, H0 is rejected and the panel model for pool is
confirmed. Besides, regarding the probability of the Haus-
man test, the H0 is rejected and the fixed effects model with
random effects is confirmed.

,erefore, the reliability of the stationability variables is
obtained and we know that we have a panel model with fixed
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effects. Now for estimation, we have ATM, PINPAD, POS,
NB, and RI variables as well as deposits and we make initial
estimates. Since the coefficients obtained are fuzzy numbers
and this fuzzy number is obtained from the cassette and
adding a wide value to the central value, it will be interpreted
as complete. To solve this problem, we use equation (20) to
defuzzify the estimated defuzzification coefficient values.
,e results of the estimation are described in Table 3.

,eDurbin–Watson numerical value and R2 are (1.0170)
and (0.9826), respectively. Regarding the Durbin–Watson
numeric value, it can be said that the model suffers from
autocorrelation. For this purpose, we insert AR (1) into the
model. We also estimated the model in different scenarios
with the above variables in mind. ,e best case scenario was
the model with the interrupted ATM variable. ,at is, the
probability values were significant and the Akaike and
Schwarz criteria were at their lowest possible. However, to be
sure, we also used interrupts 1 or 2 for the ATM variable, the
interrupt structure test, and the interrupt 2 relative to the
interrupt 1 was confirmed for the ATM variable.,us, we set
interrupt 1 for the ATM variable, as represented in Table 4.

Watson’s numerical Durbin and R2 are (2.14) and (0.99),
respectively. Regarding the coefficient of determination R2,
it can be said that the regression equation estimates up to
0.99% of deposit changes. Also, given the size of the Dur-
bin–Watson, which is close enough to the number 2, we can
say that we face autocorrelation. It means the time errors t

and t − 1 are independent. As the probability value of the RI
variable is still not significant, it should be excluded from the
model. ,erefore, we consider the coefficients of the
remaining variables as the initial weights of the neural
network and train the neural network. ,e results are
presented in Table 5.

,e Durbin–Watson numerals (network output center
and deposition center) are (2.17) and R2 (0.99). As men-
tioned in the previous table, the Durbin–Watson rate and
the coefficient of determination (R2) are suitable numbers,
and the same interpretations can be considered. Now to
obtain the approximation, we had better consider the co-
efficients obtained in Table 5, as the initial weights of the
fuzzy regression neural network model as well as train the
neural network to obtain the optimal weights, in which our
proposed model is achieved as follows:

Y
t
i � α0, s0(  + α1, s1( A

i
t + α2, s2( PIit + α3, s3( POi

t + α4, s4( N
i
t + εi

t,

Y
t
i � (0.026, 0.0000) +(−0.208, 0.0003)A

i
t +(0.123, 0.0001)PIi

t.
(21)

,e neural network is trained by the ordinary least
squares error method. In the general form, the equivalent of
regression, α0 is equal to the mean value of the dependent
variable when the explanatory variable is zero. It is also
stated here that (α0, s0), (0.026, s0) is equal to the average
value of the deposit share when the explanatory variables are
zero. Moreover, (α1, s1), (α2, s2), (α3, s3), (α4, s4) indicate an
average increase in the share of deposits per unit increase in
the NB, the number of POSs, the number of PINPADs, and
the number of ATMs and RI. Estimates show that ATMs

have a negative effect, and PINPADs and POSs have a
positive effect on bank deposit share. Overall, it can be said
that e-banking has a positive effect on the deposit ratio of
banks. Also, the positive coefficient of variation of the NB
has been obtained which indicates that as the NB increases,
the bank will have more deposit share.

In addition, no stability tests were performed due to the
panel model and the use of Eviews software. ,is is because,
according to Eviews software, this test is not possible in the
panel environment. It should be noted that panel outputs are

Table 1: Investigation of stationability of variables.

Variable Probability Statistics value Method Status
PINPAD 0.00001 −13.6 Levin, Lin, and Chut H0 is rejected (lack of unit root)
POS 0.00001 −11.6 Levin, Lin, and Chut H0 is accepted (lack of unit root)
NB 0.00001 −5.3 Levin, Lin, and Chut H0 is rejected (lack of unit root)
RI 0.0041 −2.6 Levin, Lin, and Chut H0 is rejected (lack of unit root)
ATM 0.00001 −10.6 Levin, Lin, and Chut H0 is rejected (lack of unit root)
Deposit 0.00001 −5.9 Levin, Lin, and Chut H0 is rejected (lack of unit root)
References: results of this study.

Table 2: Results of the F-Limer and Hausman tests.

Test Probability
value

Statistics
value

Degrees of
freedom Description

F-Limer test 0.00001 47.08 19.100 H0 is rejected (panel model approval related to pool)
Hausman
test 0.0038 17.39 5 H0 is rejected (confirmation of fixed effects model related to random

effects)
References: results of this study.
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typically used to obtain the variables’ relationships and the
intensity of the variables’ relationships.

As discussed before, the aim of this paper is to explore
the main effect of e-banking on the concentration degree,
while the above relationship, i.e., the positive relationship
between e-banking and bank deposit share, does not explain
how the industry’s concentration (deposit viewpoint) has
changed. Discussion on how e-banking has an impact on the
concentration degree, in addition to the knowledge of the
above relationship, i.e., the positive relationship between
e-banking and bank deposit contributions, requires de-
scriptive statistics and data analysis. If, however, there is an
increase in the market share of the bank (because of
e-banking deduced from the analysis), the degree of con-
centration in the banking industry would increase due to the
increase in the relative size of existing banks.

But if the market shares of banks increases toward re-
ducing the relative size of existing banks, the concentration
degree in the banking industry would decline as well. As
such, to expand the effect of e-banking on the concentration
degree of the Iranian banking sector, or in other words, to
assess how the relative size of banks changes with respect to
electronic banking, in addition to examining the impact of
electronic banking on banks’ contribution as a hybrid model
of neural network-fuzzy regression, the descriptive statistics
are also employed. ,is is carried out using Excel software.
In general, it should be clear to what extent either the in-
crease or decrease in the banks’ share has been beneficial to

degree concentration on either increasing or decreasing the
concentration.

4. Descriptive Statistics and Data Analysis

4.1. Ranking and Categorization of Iranian Banks. In the
descriptive statistics and data analysis section, we first
need to divide the existing banks into three small, me-
dium, and large divisions, based on the amount of de-
posits they have with other banks, because we need this
segmentation for further work and further investigation.
,e following steps are used to determine the size and
rating of Iranian banks:

(1) We obtain the average of the ratio of the deposit of
each bank to the total deposit of each bank (years
2010–2018) (year t � di

t/DT
t ) during years 1–9

(2) We divide the banks into three categories: large,
medium, and small

,e results are presented in Table 6.
According to the second column of Table 6, it can be said

that during the years 2010–2018, on deposit viewpoint, the
banks numbered from 1 to 21, respectively, have accounted
for the highest to the lowest market share.

We now need to divide the banks into three categories:

(1) Large banks: banks with more than 10% market
share, named as Banks 1 to 4

Table 3: ,e obtained estimations.

Variable Probability value t statistics ,e central value of the coefficients
PINPAD 0.024 2.28 0.083
POS 0.264 −1.12 −0.018
NB 0.003 3.03 0.535
RI 0.393 2.28 0.083
ATM 0.324 −1.12 −0.018
References: results of this study.

Table 4: ,e obtained estimations for the coefficients.

Variable Probability value t statistics ,e central value of the coefficients
PINPAD 0.0051 2.9217 0.1453
POS 0.0215 2.3694 0.1231
NB 0.0234 2.3344 0.7585
RI 0.5672 0.5757 7.34
ATM 0.0008 −3.5676 −0.262
AR (1) 0.0963 1.6931 0.2572
References: results of this study.

Table 5: ,e obtained values for the coefficients.

Variable Probability value t statistics ,e central value of the coefficients
PINPAD 0.0154 2.4813 0.12
POS 0.0088 2.6900 0.12
NB 0.069 1.8411 0.46
RI 0.0049 −2.9023 −0.207
ATM 0.0022 3.1789 0.373
AR(1) 0.0154 2.4813 0.12
References: results of this study.
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(2) Medium bank: banks between 1% and 10% market
shares, named as Banks 5 to 15

(3) Small banks: banks with less than 1% market share,
named as Banks 16 to 21

4.2. Descriptive Statistics. As mentioned, to explore the
impact of e- banking on the concentration degree of the
Iranian banking industry, in addition to know how elec-
tronic banking is affecting on share market (discussed
earlier) we need to know how banks experience an increase
or decrease in the share due to e-banking. ,e following six
modes can be considered:

(i) Large banks have a higher share
(ii) Medium banks have a higher share
(iii) Medium banks have a lower share
(iv) Small banks have a lower share

If the decline is due to the increased market share of banks
in order to increase the difference in the relative share of
existing banks, then the concentration on the banking industry
will increase. On the other hand, if this decline is due to the
increased market share of banks in order to reduce the dif-
ference in the relative share of existing banks, the concen-
tration degree in the banking industry will decrease. For
instance, if the decline in the shareholding of large banks is
stronger than one of small- and medium-sized banks, the
difference in the relative size of existing banks will be reduced
and as a result the concentration of industry would be reduced.

Nevertheless, if this decline in shareholder performance is
stronger for small banks, the difference will increase in the
relative size of existing banks, and the concentration degree in

the industry will increase. Furthermore, if the increase in the
shareholding of large banks is stronger than one of small- and
medium-sized banks, the difference will increase in the relative
size of existing banks, and the concentration degree in the
industry will increase. However, if the increase in the share-
holding of small banks becomes stronger, the discrepancy in
the relative size of existing banks is reduced and as a result the
concentration degree on the industry would be reduced.

Of course, based on the results of the regression model,
i.e., the positive relationship between e-banking and banks’
share (deposit viewpoint) as well as the benefit of all existing
banks in the sample of e-banking, one can only say that the
problem of increasing banks’ share is being faced. Now, the
main question will be raised whether large banks are ex-
periencing more growth, or medium banks or small banks.

,erefore, what we need to answer is how to grow the
benefits of e-banking as well as how to grow deposits among
banks. After knowing how to categorize the size of banks, the
average annual growth rate of e-banking benefits and av-
erage growth rate is required to know how many banks
experience most of this increase in the share of e-banking
and deposits. ,e average annual growth rate of deposits for
three groups of large, medium, and small banks is provided
in Table 7.

Now, to better evaluate and compare the three sets of
large, medium, and small banks, we need to denote the
average annual growth rate of the deposit, as well as the
average growth rate of the electronic banking benefit for all
three sets of bank size in numerical form, which is clearly
observed in Table 8.

,e average growth rate of e-banking benefit and sub-
sequently (due to the positive correlation implied by the
regression model) the higher average deposit growth rate in

Table 6: Ranking of Iranian banks.

Iranian banks Average deposit ratio of each bank to total bank deposits during the years 2010–2018
Bank 1 0.175
Bank 2 0.146
Bank 3 0.115
Bank 4 0.100
Bank 5 0.052
Bank 6 0.050
Bank 7 0.041
Bank 8 0.040
Bank 9 0.034
Bank 10 0.028
Bank 11 0.020
Bank 12 0.0160
Bank 13 0.0140
Bank 14 0.0134
Bank 15 0.1210
Bank 16 0.0120
Bank 17 0.0080
Bank 18 0.0059
Bank 19 0.0036
Bank 20 0.0028
Bank 21 0.0023
Total 1
References: results of this study.
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the market are observed. Regarding the results of the above
tables, small banks have experienced an increase in
e-banking profitability and subsequently more deposit
growth. In other words, the relative size of existing banks has
diminished, and the concentration degree on the industry is
shrinking. ,erefore, e-banking can reduce the concentra-
tion degree of the banking industry in Iran. In order to
ensure the accuracy and inconsistency of this conclusion
with the reality of the degree trend in the Iranian banking
industry, we investigate the concentration degree in the
industry. Before analyzing the concentration degree in the
Iranian banking industry, we will have another analysis of
the available data. Looking at the issue from this aspect
(which we will go on to say) is not without merit to predict
the process of concentration in Iran.

As Table 9 shows, the data on the growth rate of
e-banking benefit, and the deposit growth data on small
bank sets, are more dispersed than the same data on
medium and large bank sets. ,is reveals that, despite the
overall good growth in deposits and the benefits of elec-
tronic banking for small banks, not all banks in this
portfolio have the same performance, and the distribution
of banks is high. In other words, only the very large growth
in deposits and the benefits of e-banking in some of the
banks in the small bank complex have led to a higher
growth rate than the medium and large banks. In fact, if this
performance extends to other banks in this portfolio, as-
suming the stability of other conditions, we will soon see
further growth of this portfolio, and a further decline in the
concentration degree.

Table 8: Average growth among banks.

Bank category
(deposit
viewpoint)

Average of annual
growth of

utilization from
ATMs (%)

Average of annual
growth of utilization
from PINPADs (%)

Average of annual
growth of

utilization from
POSs (%)

Average of
annual growth
of deposits (%)

Description

Large banks set 19.8 71.2 16.6 20.7 Small- and medium-sized banks,
respectively, have the highest average
annual growth rate of deposit share,
as well as the average growth rate of

ATMs, POSs, and PINPADs.

Medium bank
set 27.5 79.6 19.8 25.4

Small banks set 40.8 92.1 32.9 58.7

References: results of this study.

Table 7: Utilization growth of electronic banking and deposit in banks.

Bank category
(deposit
viewpoint)

Average of annual growth of
utilization from ATMs
during 2010–2018 (%)

Average of annual growth of
utilization from PINPADs
during 2010–2018 (%)

Average of annual growth of
utilization from POSs during

2010–2018 (%)

Average of annual
growth of deposits

during 2010–2018 (%)
Large banks set
Bank 1 25.3 102.7 25.8 17.8
Bank 2 15.8 72.8 12.2 21.4
Bank 3 15.6 47.3 13.2 20.9
Bank 4 22.8 62.07 15.3 22.9

Medium banks
set
Bank 5 25.9 24.3 8.9 18.5
Bank 6 11.2 44.3 −2.7 13.1
Bank 7 40.6 49.4 28.8 18.7
Bank 8 18.1 33.09 27.2 17.5
Bank 9 34.8 118.26 9.5 46.5
Bank 10 20.9 64.19 24.1 30.5
Bank 11 19.8 95.9 9.9 26.8
Bank 12 35.4 27.3 61.2 29.9
Bank 13 49.5 124.3 12.8 27.2
Bank 14 20.4 293.09 8.9 29
Bank 15 26.1 64.19 8.9 22.2

Small banks set
Bank 16 97.6 121.5 104.3 73.7
Bank 17 36.8 156.7 6.04 58.9
Bank 18 7.1 −5.78 8.7 19.5
Bank 19 15.8 0.98 4.6 33.8
Bank 20 51.9 202.4 118.9 35.46
Bank 21 0.09 45.2 −23.01 151.5

References: results of this study.
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4.3. 5e Concentration Degree of the Iranian Banking Sector.
As stated above, in order to ensure the accuracy and in-
consistency of the conclusion that e-banking has reduced the
concentration degree in the Iranian banking industry, with
the reality of the degree of concentration in the industry, the
concentration degree of the Iranian banking industry has
been obtained during the years of 2010–2018. ,e results are
listed in Table 10 after the necessary calculations.

According to the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index, by
observing how industries are competitive or noncompeti-
tive, it is clear that the banking industry is experiencing a
decline in concentration and the industry is slowly moving
from a tight oligopoly to a loose oligopoly.

4.4. 5e Results Analysis. ,e analysis of the reasons for the
decline in concentration states that the share of banks has
decreased due to the increase in the share of small banks. On
the other hand, the estimation of the model shows that there
is a positive relationship between the use of electronic
banking and the share of banks. It has been found that as the
small banks have strongly utilized e-banking, it would result
in increasing their share, thereby reducing the concentration
degree. As such, it can be concluded that e-banking has
reduced the concentration degree in Iran. As can be ob-
served from Table 11, as the process of distribution of the
share of deposits (shown in the second column) improves,
the process of PINPAD distribution and the distribution of
POSs (in the third and fourth columns) can also be im-
proved. In other words, their dispersion is decreasing.

,is concept is better understood in Table 12. As shown
in Table 12, the average dispersion growth of deposit data
(variation coefficient) of deposit data, PINPADs, and POSs is
strongly decreasing.

,e results obtained using our proposed method are the
same as the results in [21]. However, in our proposed
method, uncertainty is also considered.

Table 10: ,e concentration degree of the Iranian banking industry.

Year ,e concentration degree of the Iranian banking industry based on the Herfindahl–Hirschman index (deposits viewpoint)
2010 1165.5
2011 1125.2
2012 1064.32
2013 1071.3
2014 981.2
2015 982.6
2016 945.5
2017 872.1
2018 844.3
References: results of this study.

Table 9: Dispersion in average growth of bank sets.

Bank category
(deposit
viewpoint)

Variation coefficient of
average growth of utilization

from ATMs (%)

Variation coefficient of
average growth of utilization

from PINPADs (%)

Variation coefficient of
average growth of utilization

from POSs (%)

Variation coefficient of
average annual growth

(%)
Large banks set 21.6 28.5 32.7 9.7
Medium banks set 39.2 87.1 91 34.1
Small banks set 81.1 97.8 151.1 70.4
References: results of this study.

Table 11: ,e change dispersion of deposits share, PINPADs, and POSs.

Year Variation coefficient of POS Variation coefficient of PINPADs Variation coefficient of deposits share
2010 0.023 0.042 0.100
2011 0.021 0.042 0.054
2012 0.0188 0.048 0.038
2013 0.019 0.044 0.028
2014 0.016 0.039 0.029
2015 0.0161 0.039 0.024
2016 0.023 0.042 0.100
2017 0.021 0.042 0.054
2018 0.0188 0.048 0.038
References: results of this study.

Table 12: Average dispersion growth of deposit shares, PINPADs,
and POSs.
Average annual growth of variation coefficient of deposit
share (%) −72.7

Average annual growth of variation coefficient of
PINPADs (%) −51.3

Average annual growth of variation coefficient of POSs (%) −95.3
References: results of this study.
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5. Conclusion

In the Iranian banking sector, all banks utilize e-banking. To
summarize the effect of e-banking on the concentration
degree of the Iranian banking sector, or to examine how the
relative size of banks changes with respect to e-banking, in
addition to investigating the impact of e-banking on banks’
share, a hybrid artificial neural network model-fuzzy re-
gression and descriptive statistics have also been employed.
,is is because it was necessary to determine which increase
or decrease in the banks’ share was in favor of the banks in
order to discuss increasing or decreasing the concentration
degree. ,us, the concentration degree on Iran’s banking
sector has reduced.

,e analysis of the reasons for the decline in concen-
tration indicates that the share of banks has decreased due to
an increase in the share of small banks. On the other hand,
the estimation of the model shows that there is a positive
relationship between the use of electronic banking and the
share of banks. It was also found that small banks have more
strongly employed e-banking, thereby increasing their share
and thus reducing the concentration degree. ,erefore, it
can be concluded that e-banking has reduced the concen-
tration degree. An examination of the concentration degree
on the Iranian banking industry is also in accordance with
this conclusion.
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